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Abstract

The development of tools for the design of both hardware and software systems draws great benefits
from the use of formal methods, especially if they offer a descriptive capacity which covers real
applications. On the basis of the T-LOTOS language, a language called TTL has been developed, which
adds new constructs and tools to the high expressiveness of the original language, thus making it suitable
for the specification of hardware and software systems of real complexity. Some of the extension proposed
and presented cover the aspects of modularization of the specification, the introduction of an iterative
construct and a first move to object paradigma. An extensive example of the use of TTL is presented to
show its characteristics. The features of TTL have been widely tested in the development of a framework
for codesign.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The problem of designing and specifying complex systems for which constraints on time and
synchronization—with the outside world or other systems—have to be respected, is a highly
debated topic. It is generally dealt with by imposing precise design methods which make it
possible to test that the results obtained meet the requirements laid down when the system is
defined (CAD methods and software engineering). Fundamental in any design method is the
choice of a specification technique which allows systems to be described unambiguously and
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clearly. One sector where the problem has been dealt with is that of communication protocols,
where the first studies on the application of formal description techniques to design were made,
and in this context a number of particularly suitable languages (or FDTs—Formal Description
Techniques) have been standardized, such as LOTOS [3,19] and ESTELLE [20]. Experience
acquired with communication protocols suggested extending the field of application of FDTs to
other sectors such as hardware design [14,16].

Since years, hardware systems were designed using CAD tools, mainly based on graphic editors,
which enabled designers to define the electrical scheme of the connections between the various
components, and programs whereby it was possible to extract a certain amount of information
from them. This information was used to test and simulate the behavior of the device.
Interpretation of the results depended on the ability of designers who used their experience to
guarantee the correctness of the design.

If the system needed interaction between the hardware and software components, the two parts
were usually separated at the very beginning of the design cycle. They were therefore developed
independently, with little interaction up to the integration phase. This approach limited the
opportunity to explore possible hw/sw trade-offs, such as moving certain functions from the
software to the hardware domain (and vice versa), and greatly complicated both design and
assessment of the cost due to interfacing between the two parts. Moreover, the development of
circuit technology led to an increase in the number of elementary devices on a single chip and thus
to a need to design a device not at the gate level but as a set of appropriately connected blocks
(memories, adders, etc.). This led to the definition of languages to describe hardware systems (e.g.
[28,29]). The increasing complexity of systems has pointed to the necessity of applying to the
design of hardware devices the knowledge acquired in the development of distributed systems,
such as the use of formal tools.

Recently, considerable interest has been shown in the proposal to integrate the design of
software and hardware components in such a way that it is not necessary to make a preliminary
choice, but rather to leave the decision to implement certain components in hardware or software
to the final stages of design. This approach is called codesign [23]. One of the most widely
investigated fields in this context is that of control-dominated embedded systems (as opposed to
data-dominated ones), i.e. systems which react to external stimuli by performing a certain action,
choice of which does not involve very complex calculations.

Our work fits into this context: its aim is to propose a framework which will be of help in the
development of systems belonging to the category mentioned above. The first problem that had to
be tackled was that of choosing a specification language which must be suitable for both software
and hardware. Several FDTs suitable for this purpose have been proposed in literature, one of the
most interesting being XCIRCAL [1] based on the process algebra called CIRCAL [24]. With the
formal model CIRCAL it is not possible to deal with quantitative time references. In [5], however,
the authors present an approach which, although it introduces greater complexity in the
description of the system, allows time to be specified explicitly, exploiting the qualitative notion of
time. One drawback of XCIRCAL, however, is the lack of complex data types, which makes
synchronization by structured events impossible. Another language that has been used to specify
hw/sw systems is ESTEREL [2], which has been proved to be equivalent to the Extended FSM
model . The main drawback in using ESTEREL is the hypothesis of total synchrony on which it is
based. A particularly interesting proposal in the field of codesign is that of CFSM (Codesign
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FSM) [11], which is an ad hoc extension of the FSM model for codesign examples of application
of which to embedded systems are to be found in [12]. Its limits are the low level of abstraction it
allows, and its incapacity to guarantee that modules will be delay-insensitive.

The language we have chosen as a basis for the design of hardware–software systems (see [7,9]),
in the attempt to overcome the limits of the languages mentioned above, is an extension of
T-LOTOS [26] called TTL (Templated T-LOTOS) [6]. T-LOTOS derives from LOTOS which
allows time constraints to be specified. It has already been widely used to specify complex systems,
mainly in the area of communication protocols [4,10], but there are also examples of application
to hardware systems [14,17].

When applied to the description of mixed systems of real size, T-LOTOS has certain limits
relating to the impossibility of making modular specifications. This involves economic problems
as libraries of already developed parts cannot be re-used. In addition, the lack of tools to
modularize specifications makes it difficult to share the specification work out between people, as
it requires greater interaction between designers. This aspect is fundamental because the
complexity of the systems to which we are applying these techniques is such as to require the
collaboration of a large number of people, often specializing in different areas. These
considerations led to the proposal to extend T-LOTOS. The features of TTL which made it
useful for the application in the scenario above presented are:

* Formal base. This is the key feature of the language; it allows us to describe a system in a clear
and unambiguous way. Many systems are often used in life critical situations, where reliability
and safety are the most important criteria. Formally defined languages allows us to meet this
requirement.

* High degree of abstraction. This feature allows us to reduce the complexity of the description
and permits us both to describe software and hardware systems due to independence from
target architecture.

* Concurrency. This features permits us to model real-life systems which are generally made by
several parts evolving concurrently.

* Time attributes. This features allows us to describe time requirements of real-life systems.
* Modularity. This feature permits to use already specified and tested parts so allowing to save

time.

Some of the previously mentioned features are already owned by LOTOS and T-LOTOS. The
TTL extensions allow a modular description and also offer the possibility of describing generic
modules. To add further flexibility to the language, extensions to the basic constructs are also
proposed to make the specification of frequent situations, such as repetitive cycles, more compact.
The ways in which these extensions are integrated in the T-LOTOS model are discussed in the
following sections. One particular feature of the proposed extensions made is that they do not
preclude use of the tools available for T-LOTOS, for instance LOLA [27] which allows a complete
analysis and simulation of the specification. As an example of application of TTL we have
developed a description of a complex control system, which shows the peculiar features of the
language and the advantages it offers, mainly in making the description modular and modifiable.
We also discuss the various stages which led to the development of the example and how it can
easily be extended, thanks to the characteristics of the language.
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A revised version of LOTOS, called E-LOTOS [21] has been standardised. As is well known, at
times the need for languages to be general purpose leads to choices that considerably increase their
syntactic and semantic complexity. Considering that the language we have developed is to be used
to specify embedded systems in the framework of a methodology that leads to the final
development of a device, we obviously need a language that is at the same time powerful but
simple. In this perspective we have developed TTL adding the minimum extensions to the basic
LOTOS that would allow us to specify real-size systems and that are also peculiar to the Co-
Design environment. Given the considerations made in the paper concerning the need for a simple
specification language, we are assessing the possibility of redefining in the future some of the TTL
extensions on the basis of E-LOTOS.

In Section 2 LOTOS and T-LOTOS are briefly presented. Section 3 presents TTL highlighting
the extension we introduced. Section 4 shows an application of TTL to the specification of an
home-automation system.

2. Basic TTL: LOTOS and T-LOTOS

As above mentioned TTL extends LOTOS and T-LOTOS. In this section we introduce the
fundamental constructs of LOTOS and T-LOTOS and briefly explain their main features. We
refer to these constructs as basic TTL. In particular we explain the main operators of LOTOS and
the extensions introduced by T-LOTOS.

2.1. LOTOS

Language of temporal ordering specification (LOTOS) is an FDT standardized by international
standards organization (ISO) between 1981 and 1988 [19]. It was specifically developed for open
systems interconnection (OSI), but is generally applicable to the description of any system,
especially concurrent and/or distributed ones (see also [3]).

Today it is into advanced definition stage the language E-LOTOS [21] which trying to overcome
some LOTOS limits.

The basic idea is that the behavior of a system can be described by observing from the outside
the temporal order in which events occur. In practice, the system is seen as a black-box which
interacts with the environment by means of events, the occurrence of which is described by
LOTOS behavior expressions.

The language has three components: the first is the description of the behavior of processes and
their interaction, and is mainly based on the CCS [25] and CSP [18] models; the second is the
description of the data structure and expressions, and is based on ACT ONE [13], a language for
the description of Abstract Data Types (ADTs); and the third is the description of data/behavior
integration that defines the semantics of data enhanced behavior. In the following we will discuss
only the behavioral part of the FDT, for the data structure and data-behavior part descriptions
see [19].

Let us now recall the main behavioral concepts of LOTOS [3], which is widely used in the
specification of concurrent and distributed systems. For the sake of simplicity, we discuss only the
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main operators of LOTOS. The reader, for a complete discussion of the syntax and semantics of
LOTOS operators can refer to [3]. A LOTOS program is defined as:

process ProcName :¼ B

where E

endproc

where B is a behavior expression (or term), process ProcName :¼ B is a process declaration and E is
a process environment, i.e. a set of process declarations. A behavior expression is the composition,
by means of a set of operators, of a finite set A ¼ fi; a; b;yg of atomic actions. Each occurrence
of an action in A represents an event of the system. An occurrence of an action aAA� fig
represents a communication on the gate a: The action i does not correspond to a communication
and it is called the unobservable action. The special action d is used to represents the successful
termination, i.e. the event expressed by the exit construct.

The syntax of behavior expressions is the following:

B ::¼ stop j a; B j B[]B j X j B j[S]jB j B[f] j hide S in B

where X ranges over a set of process names, a ranges over A; SDA� fig and f : A-A is an
action relabelling function, with the property that f ðiÞ ¼ i: We call B the processes generated
from B: By stop we denote the empty process. The operators to build processes are action prefix
(a;B), choice (B1½
B2), parallel composition (B1j½S
jB2), hiding (hide S in B), relabelling, (B½f 
) and
process instantiation (X ).

In the following, we shall denote the set of all behavior expressions with BEXP: The meaning of
the operators composing behavior expressions is the following:

The action prefix a;B means that the corresponding process executes the action a and then
behaves as B.

The choice B1 [] B2 composes the two alternative behavior descriptions B1 and B2.
The expression stop cannot perform any move.
The parallel composition B1j½S
jB2; where S is a subset of A� fig; composes in parallel the two

behaviors B1 and B2. B1 and B2 interleave the actions not belonging to S, while they must
synchronize at each gate in S. A synchronization at gate a is the simultaneous execution of an

action a by both partners and produces the single event a. If S ¼ | or S ¼ A; the parallel
composition means pure interleaving or complete synchronization. Cyclic behaviors are expressed
by recursive process declarations.

The relabelling B[f], where f : A-A is an action relabelling function, renames the actions
occurring in the transition system of B as specified by the function f. f is syntactically defined as
a0-4b0;y; an-4bn; meaning fða0Þ ¼ b0;y; fðanÞ ¼ bn; and fðaÞ ¼ a for each a not belonging
to fa0;y; ang: Note that each relabelling function has the property that fðiÞ ¼ i: Actually, the
relabelling operator is not part of the standard definition of LOTOS [19], but is used to define the
semantics of other language constructs.

The hiding hide S in B renames the actions in S, occurring in the transition system of B, with the
unobservable action i.

The introduction of types makes it possible to describe structured events. They consist of a
label or gate name which identifies the point of interaction, or gate (i.e. an event), and a
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finite list of attributes. Two types of attributes are possible: value declaration and variable

declaration.

� Value declaration consists of a LOTOS data item preceded by an exclamation mark. The
expression g!E;B; for example, means that the process offers the value E through the gate g

and then behaves as indicated in B;
� A variable declaration is of the type ?x : t; where x is the name of the variable and t is its sort.

The expression g?x : int;B; for instance, means that the process accepts a sort value int
through gate g; stores it in x and then behaves as B:

Every LOTOS behavior expression can be preceeded by a Boolean condition which deter-
mines whether the expression is to be executed or not. In the following expression, for
example,

if the value of x is greater than zero the first expression is executed; otherwise, the second is
executed.

The operational semantics of a behavior expression B is a Labeled Transition System, i.e. an
automaton whose states correspond to behavior expressions (the initial state corresponds to B)
and whose transitions (arcs) are labeled by actions in A: In general, a transition relation - is a

set of triples of the form B !m B’ where B and B’ are behavior expressions, and m is an action.

Intuitively, the transition B !m B’ states that the behavior expression B can perform the action m

and thereby become the behavior expression B’. Given a set E of behavior expressions
declarations, the standard operational semantics is given by a relation -EDBAB: -E (-
for short) is the least relation defined by the rules in Table 1. In Table 1 the symmetric rules for
choice and parallel composition are not shown.

2.2. T-LOTOS

T-LOTOS [22,26] is a temporal extension of LOTOS with which it is possible to add
quantitative time references to the formal description of systems. In T-LOTOS it is possible to
assign at each event the instants in time at which it can occur.

The extension concerns two points:

1. The addition of time restrictions on actions, with explicit indication of the set of instants at
which they can occur.

aft in Tg
where T is the set of instants allowed and t is the definition of a variable which will assume the
value of the instant at which action a occurred, for instance aft in 4::8g; bf10� tg; stop:
Expression af0::Ng indicates no time restriction and is equivalent to a: Both t in and in T may
be absent, in the latter case T is implicitly assumed to be equal to a 0::N when aai and 0::0
when a ¼ i:
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Likewise exitfTg; indicates that the process can terminate successfully only in the interval
indicated by the time T : Temporal indeterminism can be introduced by mean of internal
actions: ift in t1::t2g indicates an internal action which can occur not deterministically at an
instant t when t1ptpt2; but which in any case will occur at most in t2 (urgency semantics).
Urgency semantics also holds for events made invisible by application of the hiding operator.

2. The introduction of a new construct which models a wait of t units.

WaitðtÞ

The expression WaitðtÞ;B means B is delayed by t time units. Table 2 summarizes the temporal
extensions of LOTOS.

Table 1

Standard operational semantics of main LOTOS operators

aAA; lAA� i; d

pre a;B!a B choice
B1 !a B0

1

B1½
B2 !
a

B0
1

inst
B!a B0

X !a B0
X :¼ BAE rel

B!a B0

B½f 
 �!f ðaÞ
B0½f 


par
B1 !a B0

1

B1j½S
jB2 !
a

B0
1j½S
jB2

aeS

com
B1 !a B0

1; B2 !
a

B0
2

B1j½S
jB2 !
a

B0
1j½S
jB0

2

aAS

hide1
B!a B0

hide S in B!a hide S in B0
aeS

hide2
B!l B0

hide S in B!i
B0

lAS

Table 2

Temporal extension of T-LOTOS

Operator Syntax

Internal action prefix ift in Tg; B

Observable action prefix g d1;y; d2 ft in Tg ½SP
; B

Wait Wait(t); B

Termination exitðE1;y;EnÞfTg
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These time attributes are quite general, such as to permit the modelling of a wide variety of
situations, including those typical of control-dominated embedded systems [15].

It is, for instance, possible to model:

* Fixed delays. An event a which has to occur after a certain time interval t1; can be described as:
aft1g:

* Min/max constraints. Specification of such constraints can be made directly by means of the
operators introduced (e.g. af10::20g).

* Periodic events. If, for example, we want to describe a periodic clock (with a period of t1), it is
sufficient to write: Clock :¼ tickft1g;Clock:

3. TTL

In this section we describe TTL. The aim of the extensions proposed is to make the language
easier to handle, especially in the description of complex hardware and/or software systems, by
introducing modularization tools (modules and templates). In addition, to make specifications
more concise, an iteration operator called loop has been introduced. Below we make a detailed
analysis of the extensions introduced, giving the syntax of the various parts. The complete syntax
of TTL can be found in [8].

3.1. Modules

In specifying systems (both hardware and software) it is important to be able to use pre-defined
library modules. This approach offers the considerable advantage of using parts which have
already been accurately tested and optimized. Modularization also improves the readability of the
specification. In addition, in the specification of complex systems where several people work
simultaneously on different parts, the use of modules makes it possible to split the specification up
into a number of small consistent parts which can be analyzed and designed separately.

All these considerations suggested extending the language in such a way as to include the above-
mentioned characteristics.

A TTL specification is composed of a main specification and a certain number of auxiliary
modules as shown in Fig. 1. Each module is composed by a declaration and a definition, and can

Specification = Main
Specification

M1

Mn

M2

M1.dec

M1.def

M2.dec

M2.def

Mn.dec

Mn.def

Fig. 1. Specification structure.
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be envisaged as a collection of processes which manipulate data types to perform a certain
function.

The definition of a given module consists of specification of its behavior by means of TTL
constructs.

A module can make some of its processes or data types (henceforward the term object will refer
to both a TTL process and a data type) exportable towards other modules or the main
specification.

The declaration of a module will contain information about the names and parameters of the
objects defined in the module.

Module nesting is not allowed and there cannot be two modules with the same name.
Moreover, it is not permitted to use identifiers which begin with t (due to problems
involved in transforming from TTL to T-LOTOS). The syntax of an identifier is of the following
type:

The names of modules are identifiers, formed by strings of alphanumeric characters which do
not begin with ’’t’’

Objects can be composed of two identifiers: the first identifying the module to which they belong
and the second specifying the name of the object in the module:

The name of the module may not be present, in which case the name used will be that of the
module in which the object is currently being utilized.

3.1.1. Module declaration
The module declaration section is the visible part of the module and provides the necessary

information about the objects exported. The declaration has to be such as to allow a complete
analysis of the static semantics of all the modules using it and also has to be consistent with the
implementation part of the module.

The declarations of various modules can be inserted into a single file, called a module-
declaration-file. In a declaration file it is possible to refer to other modules (present in other files)
by using the clause use. This allows references to both whole module-declaration-files and parts of
them (in which case the name of the file is followed by a list of the modules of interest, in
brackets). It is also possible to include libraries of types by means of the usual T-LOTOS library
construct.
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For example, the initial part of a module declaration file could be as follows:

which indicates, by means of use, the use of modules whose declarations are in file1, file2, and the
module declarations mod1 and mod2 in the declaration file file3.

The use and library part is followed by the part concerning the module declaration. In a module
declaration the word private can be used for the declaration of private (non-exportable) objects,
and the word public for public (exportable) objects. If there is no explicit indication, it is assumed
that the objects are all public (default option). This is followed by the declaration of the processes
and types the module comprises. Libraries of types can also be included in this section.

The following is an example of a module declaration, in a module declaration file (e.g. file1.dec):

The name of the module is mod1; one private type and process are declared (InternalNat and
internalP, respectively) and one public type and process (ExternalNat and externalP, respectively).

The syntax for the declaration part of modules is as follows:

If an object is mentioned in a declaration without the name of the module, the name of the current
module is used instead. The use clause is transitive through the module declaration files (if file2 is
used in file1 and file2 in turn uses file3, then it is possible to refer directly from file1 to file3).

3.1.2. Module definition

In the module definition file the objects a given module comprises of are described completely.
In a definition file the use clause can be used both to refer to the module declarations that are
being implemented and to refer to objects present in other modules.
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An example of the implementation file file1.def. referring to the module declared in file1.dec is:

The definition syntax is as follows:

3.1.3. Main specification

The main specification comprises of a file containing the main specification and indications as
to where the declarations of the modules used can be found (usually by means of use). The syntax
of a main specification is as follows:

3.1.4. Transformation
In the pre-processing phase it is possible to transform a specification containing modules to one

without modules. This means that existing tools developed for T-LOTOS which do not provide
for modularization features can be used.

The transformation consists of solving the reference to objects present in the modules, and
inserting them in the main specification so as to end up with a specification comprising a single
file. The steps which go from a specification with to one without modules are:

1. Syntactical and static semantic analysis of the main specification and the modules it contains.
2. Identification of references to objects defined in modules outside the main specification.
3. Conversion of the identifiers from the TTL format to the T-LOTOS format and insertion of the

objects referred to in step 2 into the main specification.

Fig. 2 gives an example of transformation.
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3.2. Introduction of the loop construct

T-LOTOS does not have a construct by which a given group of actions can be repeated, as
happens in many programming languages, for instance with the construct ‘‘for’’. We added a
similar construct to TTL, called loop, with the following syntax:

module module1 is private:
type internalNat;
...
public:
process p1[...];
end module1
...
module module2 is private:
...
public:
process p2[...];
end module2
...

use file1.dec
specification example [...]:noexit:=
behaviour
(module1.p1[...] |[...]| module2.p2[...])
endspec

...
module1::type internalNat is
...
endtype
module1::process p1[...]:noexit:=
...
endproc
...
module2::process p2[...]:noexit:=
...
endproc
....

specification example [...]:noexit:=
type t_module1_internalNat is

...
endtype

behaviour
(t_module1_p1[...] |[...]| t_module2_p2[...])
where
process t_module1_p1[...]:noexit:=

...
endproc
process t_module2_p2[...]:noexit:=

...
endproc
endspec

Trasformation

file.dec (declaration file) file.def (definition file)

example.ttl (main specification)

Fig. 2. Collapsing and transforming specification parts into one.
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The semantics of loop expression given in terms of labeled derivation system is as follows:

If
B ¼ loop expression

TC is a guard
VE is a value expression
B1; B0

1 are behavior expressions

with
B ¼ loopðTC;VE;B1Þ

then

B1 !d stop

B!i
loopðTC;VE0;B1Þ

; ð1Þ

B1 !
a

B0
1

B!a B0
1cloopðTC;VE0;B1Þ

; ð2Þ

B!d stop ð3Þ

where VE0 is a value expression obtained evaluating VE:
The informal loop semantics is as follows: as long as guard is true, the behavior expression is

executed and the value-expression calculated. When guard becomes false, the loop process
terminates, executing exit. The behavior expression in brackets respects the semantic and syntactic
rules which hold for any T-LOTOS behavior expression.

So if, for instance, a process P is instantiated in the behavior expression, control passes from the
loop to the process P. If the process P is the stop process, the loop also transforms into stop, while
if P is the exit process, the loop starts another cycle after having recalculated the value expression.

A loop instantiation follows the rules governing the instantiation of T-LOTOS processes; hence
wherever it is possible to use a process a loop can be used.

As an example of use of this operator, let us assume that we want to implement a counter which
emits an event out, after five pulses ck. The description in TTL is shown in Fig. 3(b) whilst that in
T-LOTOS is shown in Fig. 3(a).

As can be seen, a description using loop is easier to read and write, besides being more compact.
The advantages of using loops are made clear when parametrized cycles have to be described.

Let us assume, for instance, that we want to implement a counter in which out is emitted after a
number of pulses, n, defined when the process is instantiated. The use of loop makes it possible to
describe this situation much more simply than with T-LOTOS constructs alone. In TTL the
description is quite simple, as can be seen in Fig. 3(c).

The counter variable used in loop, in the case shown in Fig. 3(c) has to be of a type whose sum
and comparison operation have been defined. A loop could be translated into a T-LOTOS process
with the mechanism shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows expansion of the counter process described
above.
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3.3. Template

The templates we describe in this section complete TTL, thus providing a formal tool with
modular generic characteristics. Templates are used as a support in the development of real
systems, even considerably complex ones, thanks to the simultaneous integrated use of modules
and loops.

With templates it is possible to define processes parametrized with respect to the following
elements:

* Data types used: It is possible to refer in a template to a generic data type which has to be
defined when the template is instantiated.

* Gate list: In templates it is possible to use gate vectors of varying sizes which are defined on
instantiation.

* Process names: It is possible in a template to instantiate processes whose names are only defined
on instantiation.

process  counter[ck,out] : noexit :=

ck;ck;ck;ck;ck;out;

counter[ck,out]

endproc

process  counter[ck,out]: noexit :=

let i:nat=0 in

loop (i<5;i+1;ck;exit)>>out;

counter[ck,out]

endproc

process  counter[ck,out](n:nat): noexit :=

let i : nat = 0 in

loop( i < n; i + 1; ck ) >> out;

counter[ck,out](n)

endproc

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Different approaches to counter specification.

process p[..](..): noexit:=

let  i:nat=0 in

...

loop (i<n;i+1; (* beha-expr *))>>B

...

endproc

process p[..](..): noexit:=

let i:nat=0 in

...

t_l[...](i,n : nat) >> B

...

where

process t_l[...](i,n :nat): exit:=

  [i<n]->(*beha-expr*)>> t_l[...](i+1,n);

  []

  [i>=n]-> exit;

endproc

endproc

Fig. 4. T-LOTOS interpretation of TTL loop operator.
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The addition of templates to T-LOTOS makes the language very flexible. In several cases, for
example, it is necessary to define processes which are very similar, and thanks to templates they
can be generalized in a single process. Let us assume, for example, that in a system we have to use
a four-bit counter and a five-bit one. Using T-LOTOS two separate processes have to be defined,
even though their functions only differ in the number of gates (four in one and five in the other)
and the number of pulses they have to count. With templates it is possible to define a generic
counter, the number of whose gates is defined on instantiation.

Below we give the syntax of the template construct.

3.3.1. Template instantiation

3.3.2. Template definition

The syntax is given in such a way as to be compatible with T-LOTOS.
The following is an example of application of templates to the definition of a generic ring

counter, whose outputs are sequentially set to a logical 1. That is, at the first clock pulse the first

process counter[ck,out](n : nat): noexit :=

let i:nat=0 in

t_l[ck,out](i,n :nat) >>out;

counter[ck,out](n)

where

process t_l[ck,out](i,n :nat): exit :=

[i<n] -> ck;exit>>t_l[ck,out](i+1,n);

[]

[i>=n] -> exit;

endproc

endproc

Fig. 5. Specification of counter without using loop.
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output goes high while the others remain at logical 0, at the second pulse the second output goes
high and the others remain low, and so on.

In the example shown in Fig. 6, at the start of every count the process F-Init is instantiated (in
reality F-Init is the name of the generic process, which is replaced with the actual one in the
instantiation phase). When it terminates by executing exit it gives control to the loop: the loop
terminates when the process ring-counter is instantiated.

To use a ring counter process in a specification it is sufficient to instance it with the right
parameters. For example, if we want to use a 4-bit ring counter which activates the process A-Init
at each cycle we will write:
ring-counter[ck,out[out0,out1,out2,out3]]

!

A-Init[g1]+;
Instead, if we want to use a 6-bit ring counter we will write as follows:
ring-counter[ck,out[out0,out1,out2,out3,out4,out5]]

!

A-Init[g1]+;
Where the process A-Init has to have already been defined. For more complex examples the

reader is referred to Section 5.
The extension introduced does not alter the semantics of the language and so it is possible to

transform a TTL specification into a T-LOTOS one. For each template instantiation a copy of the
template definition is created in which the generic parameters are replaced by those provided in
the instantiation phase. The parameters are treated as follows:

* The generic process and type names are replaced by the actual ones (e.g. F-Init is replaced by A-

Init);
* The formal gate list is replaced by the actual gate list. In the presence of vectors the following

operations are carried out: (1) the elements of the vector are replaced by the list of gates in
order (e.g. out½N
 is replaced by out0; out1; out2; out3) and (2) the size of the vector, which is
equal to the number of gates, is calculated and replaced where necessary in the template (e.g. in
the previous example N is equal to 4);

* Every event defined in the formal gate list and present in the template specification is replaced
by the relative event present in the actual gate list.

The previous instantiation of the ring-counter process, for example, gives rise to the process
described in Fig. 6.

4. A case study

We now give an example in which the concepts outlined above are applied. It is the
description of an home automation system (integrated management of the heating, lightening

process ring-counter[ck,out[N]]<F-Init[g]>: noexit :=
let i:Nat = 0 in

F-Init[g]>> (loop (i<N;i+1; (ck; out[i];exit)) >>
ring-counter[ck,out[N]]<F-Init[g]>

)
endproc

Fig. 6. Specification of process ring-counter.
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and alarm, etc. systems) which manages a large number of sensors and actuators with great
flexibility.

The main components of the system are the master, the peripheral control panels and the
controllers of the sensors and actuators. Each sensor and actuator in the system is identified by a
16-bit address, the first 8 of which identify one of the 256 possible peripheral panels, and the last 8
one of the 256 possible actuators or sensors connected with it. It is therefore possible to have 256
control panels, each of which can control up to 256 sensors and actuators. The addresses of both
are assigned in the instantiation phase.

The following is a detailed list of the components and the relative TTL specification; for reasons
of space and simplicity the part concerning the definition of data types has been omitted.

4.1. Master

The master is the component which coordinates all the peripheral control panels to which it is
connected. Its tasks are:

* To read from a serial line (Sl) the values with which to configure the various sensor controllers;
* To distribute the sensor configurations to the peripheral control panels (Mout);
* To dialogue with the various control panels through a dedicated line for each panel (Mink).

Part (a) of Fig. 7 is a graphic representation of the master, while part (b) shows the declaration
and TTL definition of the Master module.

The Master process is a TTL template; as it can be parametrized with respect to the number of
gates, it is possible to describe the set of masters for varying numbers of control panels as a single
process.

It should be noted that in the template context M½N
 is a list of N gates which will be defined
when the templates are instantiated; so M½N
 can be used wherever a list of gates can be provided.
In Fig. 7, for example, choice g in M½N
 will be translated into choice g in ½g1; g2;y; gn
 where
g1; g2;y; gn are the elements of the vector M:

MASTER

MoutMin1 Minn

.  .  .

Sl

module Master is
process Main [Sl, Mout, Min[N]];

end Master

Master:: process Main [Sl, Mout, Min[N]]: noexit:=
let i:int=0 in
Sl?indsa:int; Sl?val:int; Mout!indsa; Mout!val;Main[Sl, Mout, Min[N]]
[]
(choice g in [M[N]] [] g?indsa; g?val; Mout!indsa;Mout!val;
Main [Sl, Mout, Min[N]])

endproc

(b)(a)

Fig. 7. Master module: schema, declaration and definition.
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4.2. Peripheral control panel

The peripheral control panel is the part of the system which controls the sensors and actuators.
Each one has an 8-bit address by which it is selected by the master. The specification of the control
panel is given in such a way as to allow flexible use in various situations. Part (a) of Fig. 8 gives a
scheme of the panel, while part (b) shows the declaration of the Cen Per module. The parameter
ind is the address of the panel, given when it is instantiated.

The control panel has three parts:

1. Sensor Manager which deals with the sensors;
2. Act Manager which deals with the actuators;
3. Routing Table which deals with the correspondence between sensors and actuators.

A definition of the Main process is given in Fig. 9 whereas Fig. 10 gives the definition of the
other processes declared in Fig. 9.

It should be noted that in this process another characteristic of templates is used. That is the
possibility to parameterize them with respect to the process names. In this case, the actuator–
sensor connections are only defined when the control panel is instantiated, thus allowing a highly
generic description of the device. In the definition of Cen Per a loop is used to specify the polling
cycle in an extremely simple and natural way.

The Sensor Manager, the TTL definition of which is given in Fig. 11 essentially has two tasks:

1. It transmits the data received from the Master (Min) to the local sensors (Sout);
2. It polls the sensors to collect their data (Sink).

Through the input line Cpin it is also possible to change the reference value dynamically.

Sensor
Manager

MoutMin1 Minn

...  

module Cent_Per is
private:

process Sensor_Manager [Min1, Sout, Sin[N], Rin](ind : int);
process Act_Manager [Min2, Rout, Aout](ind : int);

public:
process Main [Min1, Min2, Mout, Sout, Sin[N], Aout]

(ind : int)<Routing_Table[Rin, Rout, Mout]>;
end Cent_Per

(b)(a)

Act
Manager

Rout.
Table

RoutRin

Aout

Sout

Sinn

Sin1

Fig. 8. Control panel: schema and declaration.

Cent_Per:: process Main [Min1, Min2, Mout, Sout, Sin[N], Aout](ind : int)<Routing_Table [Rin, Rout, Mout]>: noexit:=
(Sensor_Manager [Min1, Sout, Sin[N], Rin](ind)
|[Rin]|Routing_Table [Rin, Rout, Mout]
|[Rout]|Act_Manager[Min2, Rout, Aout](ind))

endproc

Fig. 9. Control panel: main process definition.
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4.3. Actuator controllers

Each actuator has a controller which interacts with the Act Manager and the actuator. From
the Act Manager it receives data concerning the actions to be performed and transmits it to the
actuator. Fig. 12 gives the scheme and TTL definition of the Act Controller module, which has an
8-bit address (ind).

en t_ P er::  p ro cess S en so r_ M an ag er [M in 1 , S o u t , S in [N ], R in ](in d  :  in t): n o ex it:=
et  i :n a t= 0 in
o o p  (i< N ; i+ 1 ; S _ M 1 [M in 1 , S o u t, S in [N ], R in ](in d ,i))  > >  S en so r_ M an ag er [M in 1 , S o u t, S in [N ], R in ]( in d  )

w h ere  p ro cess S _ M 1 [](in d ,i:  in t):n o ex it:=
S in [i]?in d sa: in t; S in [i]?v al: in t ;
(R in !(in d sa+ in d );  R in !v al ;ex it
[]
M in 1 ?in d sa1 :in t;  M in 1 ?v al1 : in t;

 ([((in d sa1 )> = (in d * 2 5 6 )) A N D  (in d sa1 < ((in d + 1 )* 2 5 6 )]-> S o u t!(in d sa1 -in d * 2 5 6 );S o u t!v a l1 ; R in !(in d sa+ in d * 2 5 6 );
in !v al ;ex it

  []
[(in d sa1 < (in d * 2 5 6 )) O R (in d sa1 > = ((in d + 1 )* 2 5 6 )]->  R in !(in d sa+ in d * 2 5 6 ); R in !v al ;ex i t

)
)

en d p ro c
n d p ro c

en t_ P er:: p ro cess  A ct_ M an ag er [M in 2 , R o u t, A o u t](in d : in t): n o ex it:=
M in 2 ?in d sa: in t ; M in 2 ?v al: in t ;

 ( [(in d sa>= (in d * 2 5 6 )) A N D  (in d sa< ((in d +1 )* 2 5 6 )]-> A o u t!( in d sa-in d );S o u t!v al ;A ct_ M an ag er [M in 2 , R o u t , A o u t]( in d
[]
[(in d sa< (in d * 2 5 6 )) O R (in d sa> =((in d + 1 )* 2 5 6 )]-> A ct_ M an ag er [M in 2 , R o u t, A o u t](in d ) ;
)

]
R o u t? in d sa ; R o u t?v al ; A o u t!in d sa; A o u t!v al; A ct_ M an ag er [M in 2 , R o u t, A o u t](in d );
n d p ro c

Fig. 10. Control panel: internal process definition.

Sensor
Controller

CpoutCpin

Sval

module Sensor_Controller is
process Main [Cpin, Cpout, Sval](inds : int, val : int);

end Sensor_Controller

Sensor_Controller:: process Main  [Cpin, Cpout, Sval](inds : int, val : int):noexit:=
Cpin?indsa:int; Cpin?nval:int;([indsa=inds]-> Main [Cpin, Cpout, Sval](inds, nval);

[]
[indsa!=inds]-> Main [Cpin, Cpout, Sval](inds, val);
)

[]
Sval?x:int;([x>val]-> Cpout!inds; Cpout!DEC; Main [Cpin, Cpout, Sval](inds, val);

[]
[x<val] -> Cpout!inds; Cpout!INC; Main [Cpin, Cpout, Sval](inds, val);
[]
[x=val]-> Cpout!inds; Cpout!NO_ACTION; Main [Cpin, Cpout, Sval](inds, val);
)

endproc

(b)
(a)

Si

Fig. 11. Sensor controller: schema, declaration and definition.
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4.4. Example of application

To show the flexibility of the TTL specifications of the various components, we give an example
in which a specific home automation system is designed starting from generic components. It
should be noted that, given the way the components are specified, it is possible to design systems
with a complex structure.

Let us assume, for instance, that we want to specify a system with the following features:

* A system which covers three separate rooms;
* For two of the three rooms, control of temperature, lightening and the alarm system;
* For the third room, control of the lightening system alone;
* Local management of the heating and lightening system and global control of the alarm

system.

Act
Controller

Cpin

Aval

module Act_Controller is
process Main [Cpin, Aval](inda : int);

end Act_Controller

Act_Controller:: process Main  [Cpin, Aval](inda : int):noexit:=
Cpin?indsa:int; Cpin?val:int;( [indsa=inda]-> Aval!val; Main [Cpin, Aval](inda);

[]
[indsa!=inda]-> Main [Cpin, Aval](inda);

)
endproc

(b)(a)

Acti

Fig. 12. Actuator controller: schema, declaration and definition.

   
   

                         

S_C1 S_C2 S_C3 A_C1 A_C2 S_C1 A_C1 A_C2 S_C1 S_C2 S_C3 A_C A_C2

T I A I.R. I.I. I I.I. I.A. T I A I.R. I.I.

Sl

min1 min3

S12S11 Sout S21 S32S31 S33

Aout1 Aout2 Aout3

Sv11 Sv12 Sv13 Av11 Av12 Sv21 Av21 Av22 Sv31 Sv32 Sv33 Av3 Av32

mbus

Sout2S13 Sout3

min2

Fig. 13. Using modules to build a complete system.
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Fig. 14 shows the main specification of the system which makes use of a library of modules
already analyzed, called comp, the schema of the system is given in Fig. 13. Of interest is the
description of the various Routing Tables, which are passed to the Cent Per module, and
the compactness of the description (Fig. 14). This is due to the language, because although the
number of rooms may vary, the reference library does not.

use comp.dec
specification Home_Automation_System [Sl, Sv11, Sv12, Sv13, Av11, Av12, Sv21, Av21, Av22, Sv31, Sv32, Sv33,
Av31, Av32] : noexit:=
behaviour

((((((((((((((((Master.Main[Sl, mbus, min[min1, min2, min3]]
|[min1, mbus]| Cent_Per.Main[mbus, mbus, min1, Sout1, Sin[S11, S12, S13], Aout1](0)<R_T1[R1in, R1out, min1]>)
|[min2, mbus]| Cent_Per.Main[mbus, mbus, min2, Sout2, Sin[S21], Aout2](1)<R_T2[R2in, R2out, min2]>)
|[min3, mbus]| Cent_Per.Main[mbus, mbus, min3, Sout3, Sin[S31, S32, S33], Aout3](2)<R_T3[R3in, R3out, min3]>)
|[S11, Sout1]| Sensor_Controller.Main[S11, Sout1, Sv11](0, 25))
|[S12, Sout1]| Sensor_Controller.Main[S12, Sout1, Sv12](1, 25))
|[S13, Sout1]| Sensor_Controller.Main[S13, Sout1, Sv13](2, 25))
|[Aout1]| A ct_Controller.Main[Aout1, Av11](3))
|[Aout1]|  Act_Controller.Main[Aout1, Av12](4))
|[S21, Sout2]| Sensor_Controller.Main[S21, Sout2, Sv21](0, 25))
|[Aout2]| A ct_Controller.Main[Aout2, Av21](1))
|[Aout2]| A ct_Controller.Main[Aout2, Av22](2))
|[S31, Sout1]| Sensor_Controller.Main[S31, Sout3, Sv31](0, 25))
|[S32, Sout1]| Sensor_Controller.Main[S32, Sout3, Sv32](1, 25))
|[S33, Sout1]| Sensor_Controller.Main[S33, Sout3, Sv33](2, 25))
|[Aout3]| A ct_Controller.Main[Aout3, Av31](3))
|[Aout3]| A ct_Controller.Main[Aout3, Av32](4))

where
process R_T1[R1in, R1out, min1]: noexit:=

R1in?inds:int; R1in?val:int;([inds=0]-> R1out!3; R1out!val; R_T1[R1in, R1out, min1];
[]
[inds=1]-> R1out!4; R1out!val; R_T1[R1in, R1out, min1];
[]
[inds=2]-> min1!(1*256+2); min1!val; R_T1[R1in, R1out, min1];
)

endproc
process R_T2[R2in, R2out, min2]: noexit:=

R2in?inds:int; R2in?val:int;([inds=0]-> R2out!1; R2out!val; R_T2[R2in, R2out, min2];
[]
[inds=1]-> R_T2[R2in, R2out, min2];

endproc
process R_T3[R3in, R3out, min3]: noexit:=

R3in?inds:int; R3in?val:int;([inds=0]-> R3out!3; R3out!val; R_T3[R3in, R3out, min3];
[]
[inds=1]-> R3out!4; R3out!val; R_T3[R3in, R3out, min3];
[]
[inds=2]-> min3!(1*256+2); min3!val; R_T3[R3in, R3out, min3];
)

endproc
endspec

Fig. 14. TTL description of the complete system.
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5. Conclusions and future developments

TTL has been developed to specify complex hw/sw systems and seems to be a likely candidate
as a basic language for a codesign framework. It covers many of the gaps left by T-LOTOS, such
as the lack of modularization mechanisms, iterative constructs and the capacity to define generic
processes.

TTL has been devised in such a way as to be consistent with the object paradigm and further
work is being done in this direction. A TTL specification can be translated into a T-LOTOS one
by means of an automatic tool which copes with references to external modules, expands loop
constructs and replaces all the template instantiations with the relative T-LOTOS processes. This
is a fundamental point because it guarantees the possibility of using all the tools which already
exist in T-LOTOS.

In the area of HW/SW codesign tools for direct translation from TTL to hardware description
languages (VHDL, Verilog, etc.) and from TTL to programming languages are needed. Currently
these translations are made by converting the specification into T-LOTOS, for which translation
tools already exist. This process, however, does not allow for optimization, nor is it possible to
take full advantage of the structure of the language. We are therefore developing specific tools for
direct translation from TTL.
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